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...Setting a global standard?
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Disclaimers:
(legal) researcher (not "AI" wizard)
Observations/thoughts in progress
Questions (rather than answers)



Background to the AIA...



European Council
‘sense of urgency to address emerging
trends’ while at the same time ensuring
a high level of data protection, digital 

rights and ethical standards

2019: Conclusions on the Coordinated
Plan on the development and use of 
artificial intelligence Made in Europe

2017

Political guidelines for Commission
“A Union that strives for

more”
put forward legislation for a coordinated
European approach on the human and 

ethical implications of AI

High-level Expert Group on AI Guidelines

2019

European Parliament 
Resolutions on ethics, liability, 

copyright, AI in criminal matters, 
in education etc.

2020-2021

European Commission
White Paper on AI - A European 
approach to excellence and trust

19 February 2020

February-May 2020: 
Hearing on White paper



Artificial Intelligence Act 
Proposal*

Regulation; 89 recitals, 85 
articles, 9 Annexes (and IA)

21 April 2021

D9+ Position Paper
14 Member States (Denmark)

” serious risks cannot solely be
determined by the sector and 
application in which the AI application
is used (…)” … ” the category of high-
risk AI the exception rather than the 
rule”

October 2020

*REGULATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL LAYING DOWN HARMONISED RULES ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
(ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ACT) AND AMENDING CERTAIN UNION LEGISLATIVE ACTS 

EP / Council
Application of regulation only 24 
months after entry-into-force
(similar to e.g. GDPR, but compare
e.g. 3 months of DSA – sense of
"urgency"?) with a few derogations

2+ years?

Post-proposal consultation😳

26.4-20.7.2021

Data Governance Act (Q4/20)
Digital Services Act (Q4/20)
Data Act (Q3/21?)
Liability of certain AI systems (´22)?



With these landmark rules, the EU is spearheading the development of new global 
norms to make sure AI can be trusted. By setting the standards, we can pave the 
way to ethical technology worldwide and ensure that the EU remains competitive
along the way. 
Margrethe Vestager, 21 April 2021

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_1682

¯\_(ツ)_/¯



https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/business-blog/2021/04/aiming-truth-fairness-equity-your-companys-use-ai

🇺🇸🇪🇺



Scope...

* material, geographical (EEA 🤔), time (existing high-risk AI systems)...

Placing on the market
Putting into service
Use of







AI system

means software that is developed with one or 
more of the techniques and approaches listed in 
Annex I and can, for a given set of human-
defined objectives, generate outputs such as 
content, predictions, recommendations, or
decisions influencing the environments they 
interact with (Art. 3(1))

AI is a “fast evolving family of technologies” 
(recital 3)

+ Annex I

+   Annex II/III

(super) broad? narrow?





• 8 areas + specific cases
à Commission has already performed an 

essential risk assessment...
à What uncertainty around potential new

areas? How to cope with regulatory
"overlaps“?



(1) Biometric identification and categorisation of natural persons; (2) 
Management and operation of critical infrastructure; (3) Education and vocational
training; (4) Employment, workers management and access to self-employment; 
(5) Access to and enjoyment of essential private services and public services
and benefits; (6) Law enforcement; (7) Migration, asylum and border control
management; (8) Administration of justice and democratic processes

Understanding Annex III

E.g. point 5: what are "essential" services "necessary for people to fully participate in society or to
improve one’s standard of living" (recital 37)? What is covered by "access" and "enjoyment"?

Or point 8: AI systems to assist a judicial authority in researching and interpreting facts and law and
apply law to concrete set of facts – are these all cumulative conditions? (Recital 40 excludes only
"purely ancillary administrative activities" - so: when would legal information retrieval "AI" for a 
judicial authority be considered high-risk?)

Recitals give *some* idea on 8 areas, (...but so many questions)



Commission can add new “use cases“ (not new areas!): (1) within 8 areas + (2) 
pose risk or adverse impact on fundamental rights

Updates to the high-risk Annex

• "intended purpose“: unilaterally defined by the provider (art. 3(12))? 
"Potential use" or "foreseeable misuse" does not play a role in this
(risk of circumvention by marketing system for [x] while used for [y])?

• art. 6(2)(h) (i) whether there is other legislation redress measures, 
and/or (ii) effective measure to minimise those risks. But: Effective ≠ 
equivalent to the requirements for high-risk AI systems… are lower
standards "ok" (fines, etc.)?

Criteria for assessment (art. 6(2))



AI system +   Annex II/III
Voluntary application Codes of Conduct (art. 69)

Commission & MS: voluntary application to AI systems other than
high-risk AI systems of the requirements

Commission & EAIB: voluntary application to AI systems of
requirements related e.g. to environmental sustainability, 
accessibility for persons with a disability, stakeholders participation
in the design and development of the AI systems and diversity of
development teams



Addressees...



Provider 
of AI 

System

"that develops an AI system or 
that has an AI system 
developed with a view to placing 
it on the market or putting it 
into service under its own name 
or trademark, whether for 
payment or free of charge"

User

Importer

Distributor The 
“subject”



Consquences...



Unacceptable

high-risk

limited risk

Minimal risk

prohibited

transparency

all good

Specific obligations

Risk-based approach



Unacceptable risk



hello legal certainty 👋

exploitation

Social scoring

Real-time remote
biometric id

manupulation







high risk
Risk Management System (Art 9)
Data and Data Governance (Art 10)
Technical Documentation (Art 11)
Record Keeping (Art 12)
Transparency (Art 13)
Human Oversight (Art 14)
Accuracy, Robustness & Cybersecurity (Art 15)

Benchmark? Intended purpose but also "reasonably foreseen misuses", cf. art. 9(4)  

Art. 6 ff.



Data and data governance (art. 10, recital 44)
"relevant, representative, free of errors and complete". Sounds cool, is that
possible? 

Transparency and information (art. 13, recital 47)
"level of traceability“ – what level is that exactly?

Human oversight (art. 14)
More than just two words (cf. human-in-the-loop in EU regulation, human 
oversight ≠ human intervention ≠ human review)
But 14(3): is that pick-and-choose? 
And: this is all in context of "design" and "development"? So duty to actually
perform human oversight of high-risk AI systems only via art. 29 (1) Obligations
of users of high-risk AI systems via instructions?



limited risk
Interaction with natural persons?

No more chatbots, where I think I engage
with a human (art. 52(1)).

Deep-fakes in art. 52(3): you have to put a 
label on it as user.

Not if authorized by law to detect, prevent
etc. criminal offenses "bait" deep fakes?). 
Also ok if "necessary" for freedom of
expression and freedom of arts and
sciences. Is my political deep-fake just 
"art"?

Transparency obligation
(art. 52, recital 70)



and much
more...

Oversight & control 
Conformity assessments 
Certification systems
European Artificial Intelligence Board!
Fines (4% for bulk of rules; 6% e.g. for data 
art. 10(3) “free of errors”)
…



Many questions (complexity!); not what I expected but foreseable (i.e. “product-
regulation” of AI systems as proxy for “human and ethical” AI in EU)?

Brussels effect (Bradford) maybe, standard setting ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

Change of title? Artificial Intelligence Act : “Product regulation on certain 
automated-systems [with or without magic] in 8 specific areas and a few general 
prohibitions?”

My 5cts

* Also other rules
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